
 

In an Emergency 

It is a fact of life that things occasionally go wrong. Many of the emergencies the Coastguard 

and RNLI respond to each year could be avoided with simple safety precautions however 

sometimes things are unavoidable despite your best efforts. Hopefully you will not get into 

difficulty whilst in the waterway or around the coast but if you are prepared you will be 

better placed to deal with any eventuality.  

There are many ways you can alert the emergency services and other vessel that you are in 

trouble including firing flares, activation of a 406MHz EPRIB (emergency position-indicating 

radio beacons) or PLB (Personal Locator Beacon) or a simple overdue report from the 

person you informed on land. Direct contact with Coastguard stations is however probably 

the most regularly used. Therefore the importance of carrying a VHF radio and being 

trained in its correct use cannot be stressed highly enough.  

You may think that your mobile phone will be sufficient to summon assistance from the 

Coastguard and Rescue Services if you need them. Unfortunately they are not always as 

reliable as you might hope and so should not be relied upon as the only means of contact.  

Even with the improvements to signal strength many of the major mobile network coverage 

maps show areas of poor, medium or no coverage within the waterway and surrounding 

coastal waters. 

Given the possible intermittent nature of the mobile network it is also worth remembering 

that a mobile phone will only alerting the person your calling to your distress if they answer. 

However, if you follow the procedure for broadcasting an emergency on VHF Channel 16 

or as a DSC (digital Selective Call) it can be received by any receiving stations in range. This 

means that should the Coastguard for some reason not here you there is a greater 

possibility that some one has who can then relay your message on. They may even be in a 

position to assist you. 

Carrying VHF Radio equipment with you whilst afloat could save your life. By carrying a 

working VHF Radio you may also be in a position to help others in difficulty as the 

Coastguard Station on receiving a distress call may try to contact all vessels in the area with 

a request to assist.  

Other methods of alerting the emergency services and other vessels if you are in distress  

There are 3 broadcast messages relating to your or others peoples safety which you might 

hear or use 



MAYDAY 

A mayday call denotes an emergency involving imminent danger to a vessel and the people 

on board. If you hear a mayday call you should not transmit, but continue to monitor the 

radio. 

If a shore station such as the local Coastguard Station fails to respond to the call, you should 

attempt to relay the message and render any assistance. 

An example of a mayday message could be: “Mayday, Mayday, Mayday this is Phantom, this is 

Phantom, this is Phantom, a 5m red open fishing boat, I am three miles off Red Head, we 

have been swamped by a wave and we are sinking. There are four people overboard. Over.”  

PAN PAN  

Pan Pan is an urgency message that indicates a vessel is in trouble but not in immediate 

danger, for example: “Pan Pan, Pan Pan, Pan Pan, this is Phantom, this is Phantom, this is 

Phantom, a 5m red open fishing boat, I am three miles off Red Head, we have been disabled 

by a wave and require a tow. There are four people onboard. Over.”  

SECURITE  

Securite messages (pronounced “say-cure-e-tay”) generally prefix navigational safety 

messages such as weather reports or navigation hazard updates, for example and are 

broadcast by locl Coastguard stations or Port Control Stations: “Securite, Securite, Securite, 

all ships, all ships, all ships, this is Milford Haven Coastguard, Milford Haven Coastguard for a 

renewal of a strong wind warning please switch to channel VHF 67. Out.”  

The RNLI’s Sea Safety: The Essential Guide is a useful resource for everyone. You will find 

detailed information to help you in emergencies and  in your general boating. The Web 

pages are easily navigated and cover yachting, Powerboating, Dinghy Sailing, PWC’s, Sport 

Fishing and Diving.  

http://rnli.org.uk/upload/complete_eCD/fscommand/pop_up_safety.htm

